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1. Introduction. In this paper we discuss three-dimensional steady

flows of inviscid magnetic fluids. We assume that the magnetic field

is along a fixed direction. The main purpose is to investigate various

dynamical and kinematical relations connecting the flow and the field

quantities with the geometrical parameters of the streamlines. The

expressions for the tangent, principal normal and binormal vectors and

the curvature and torsion of the streamlines are given in terms of the

velocity components, the pressure, the density and the magnitude

of the magnetic field. The variations of the hydromagnetic pressure

along the streamlines, along their principal normals and along their

binormals are obtained. It is observed that the hydromagnetic pres-

sure along the binormals remains constant. The Bernoulli function is

defined and it is found that if this function exists then the Bernoulli

surfaces contain both the streamlines and the vortex lines. We shall

determine an intrinsic relation satisfied by the Bernoulli function.

From this relation we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for

the Bernoulli surfaces to be a family of parallel surfaces. We find that

the Bernoulli surfaces exist in the case of incompressible fluid and

they form the surfaces on which the sum of the fluid pressure, the

kinetic energy and the magnetic energy is constant. In the case of

isentropic flows, the variation of the fluid pressure along the stream-

line is expressed in terms of the Mach number, the magnetic field,

the divergence of the unit vector along the streamlines, the density

and the magnitude of velocity. In the three-dimensional nonmagnetic

gas flows this result reduces to the result of Kanwal [l].

Finally, we shall obtain a class of circular helical flows.

2. The equations. Let x' (j= 1, 2, 3) denote the variables of a sys-

tem of Cartesian orthogonal coordinates. In order to obtain the

summation convention, we shall write indices in covariant and contra-

variant positions. We shall write d¡ = d/dx\ The equations of con-

tinuity and motion and the Maxwell relations for an inviscid, con-

ductive fluid are [2]
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(2.1) 0<(p«0 = 0,

(2.2) pu'djUi + dfP - vH'djHi = 0,

(2.3) u'djHi - H'djUi + HidjU' = 0,

(2.4) o\-ff' = 0,

where n is the magnetic permeability; P = p-\-il/2)nH2 is the hydro-

magnetic pressure, p being the fluid pressure, H the magnitude of

the magnetic field H*; u* is the velocity vector and p is the density.

3. The basic decomposition. If 5* denotes the unit tangent vector

along the direction of u{, then we may write

(3.1) ««' = qs\

Since we are assuming that H' is along a constant direction we write

(3.2) Hi = Hhi

where ¥ is a constant unit vector. Substituting for u* from the equa-

tion (3.1) into the equation (2.1), the equation (2.1) becomes

(3.3) diS* + s*9&n pq) = 0.

Substituting for «'" from the equation (3.1) and for W from the

equation (3.2) into the equation (2.2), the equation (2.2) reduces to

(3.4) pqSiS'djq + pq2s>djSi + SiP - nhik'djH2 = 0.

The expression s'djSi appearing in the second term of the above equa-

tion is the curvature vector Aw„ A being the curvature and «¿ the

unit principal normal vector of the streamlines. Therefore, the equa-

tion (3.4) can be written in the form

(3.5) pqidq/ds)si + pkq2n{ + diP - r,HidH/dh)hi = 0,

where we have written s'di = d/ds and h'di — d/dh. By use of the

equations (3.1) and (3.2), the equations (2.3) assume the form

qidH/ds)hi + Hidq/dh) + Hqidsi/dh)

+ H[idq/ds) + qdjstyi = 0.

Again, the equations (2.4) and (3.2) imply that

(3.7) dH/dh = 0.

Let us now take the scalar product of the equations (3.5) with s*, «'

and &', where b{ is the unit binormal vector of the streamlines, and

make use of the orthogonal conditions of these vectors. Then (3.5)

becomes
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(3.8) pq(dq/ds) + dP/ds = 0,

(3.9) pq2k + dP/dn = 0,

(3.10) dP/db = 0,

where d /dn and d /db denote the directional derivative operators

along the principal normal and the binormal, respectively. Again

taking the scalar product of the equations (3.6) with s\ n\ b\ respec-

tively, we obtain

(3.11) hisi[d(Hq)/ds + qHu] + H(dq/dh) = 0,

(3.12) hini[d(Hq)/ds + qHu] + Hqn^dst/dh) = 0,

(3.13) hiV [d(Hq)/ds + qHß] + Bqb* (dSi/dh) = 0,

where ju is the divergence of s\ The equation (3.3) now becomes

(3.14) d(\nqp)/ds = - ß.

The equations (3.7)-(3.14) are the intrinsic formulations of the

equations (2.1)-(2.4). The equations (3.9) and (3.10) imply that the

hydromagnetic pressure does not vary along the binormal and its

variation along the principal normal depends on the curvature of the

streamlines. The formulas (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) are well known in

the three-dimensional fluid flows in the nonmagnetic case [3]. From

the equation (3.9) we have that in the case of straight line flows the

hydromagnetic pressure does not vary along the principal normal and

conversely.

Furthermore the unit binormal vector is given by

(3.15) b* = e**tjnk,

where eiik denotes the permutation tensor with components 1,0, — 1

according to whether (ijk) is an even permutation, contains a re-

peated integer, or is an odd permutation. Substituting for Sj from the

equation (3.1) and for n¡ from the equation (3.5) into the equation

(3.15), the equation (3.15) becomes

1
(3.16) V =-e^ußkP.

pkq3

Differentiating the above equation along the streamline and making

use of the Frenét formula [4],

db{/ds = - tW',

where t is the torsion of the streamlines, we get the following relation

connecting the torsion of the streamlines with the flow quantities

and the magnitude of the field
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r    1      d
-T»*" = ei'k\-ipkq)ujdkP

La2pV  ds V    y   '
(3.17)

- — {dkPiduj/ds) - didkP)/ds}\
pkqs JPkq

4. An intrinsic expression for the Bernoulli function. The equation

of motion (2.2) can be transformed into the form [5]

(4.1) -peijkekmnu'dnun + r,eijkekmnH'dmHn = 3,-P - \pdtf - \diinH2).

And we have also

kmn m n m n

(4.2) djke      = &iSj — 5jSi,

where h) is the Kronecker delta. Substituting into the equation (4.1)

for Uj from the equation (3.1) and for H¡ from the equation (3.2),

the equation (4.1) becomes, by use of (4.2),

(4.3) -pqidq/db)bi + Pq[kq - idq/dn)]ni = - d,P - %pdiq2.

Let us now introduce the Bernoulli function B, if it exists, defined by

diB =-IdiP + — diipq2)] + — q2dip
P L 2 J       2

1/1 1       \       1
= - -di{p + - vB2 + y P9iJ + - 92diP.

(4.4)

If dB/de denotes the rate of change of B with respect to a displace-

ment normal to the Bernoulli surfaces B= constant, we have, by use

of the equations (4.3) and (4.4), that

dB/de = [q2idq/db)2+ <?{kq - idq/dn)}2]1'2.

Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition that the surfaces B = constant

consist of parallel surfaces is that

q2[idq/db)2 + ikq - dq/dn)2] = constant

along each surface of the family. This condition holds in the nonmag-

netic case also [3]. Taking the scalar product of the equation (4.3)

with 5* we find that

(4.5) s^iB = 0.

And the vorticity vector is given by [3 ]

(4.6) w< = [bkidtk/dn) - n^dh/db)^' + idq/db)n* + [kq - idq/dn)}^.
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From the equations (4.3) and (4.6) we find that

(4.7) w'diB = 0.

The equations (4.5) and (4.7) imply that the Bernoulli surfaces con-

tain both the streamlines and vortex lines. This result is well known for

fluid flows in the nonmagnetic case [6].

If the fluid is incompressible the equation (4.4) yields that

1/1 1      \ 1
diB= --dAp + -VH2 + -pq2) =-di(p + E),

p      \ 2 2       / p

where E is the sum of the magnetic and kinetic energies. Hence, if

the fluid is incompressible the Bernoulli surfaces do exist and they con-

stitute a family of surfaces p+E = constant.

If the fluid is isentropic, we then have dp/dp = a2, where a is the

local sound speed and the equation (4.4) can be written in the form

(4.8) hB =-róVE + ^-C2(l - 2M2)Ó>1,

where M is the Mach number and is equal to q/a. Taking the scalar

product of the equation (4.8) with s* and making use of the result

(4.5) we find that

2(dE/ds) = - q2(l - 2M2)(dp/ds).

The above equation implies that the sum of the kinetic and magnetic

energies does not vary along the streamlines if the density does not vary

along the streamlines or if M=(l/\/2) and conversely.

We shall now obtain a generalization of the result obtained by

Kanwal for the three-dimensional gas flows in the nonmagnetic case

[l]. Solving for d, In p in (2.2) and substituting into (2.1) we obtain

(4.9) diU* - (ui/a2)[(v/p)H>djHi - (r¡/2P)diH2 - uQjm] = 0

in the isentropic case. Substituting in the left-hand side for u* from

(3.1) and for H' from (3.2) we find that (4.9) becomes

(4.10) 3,«* = (Hqr)/pa2)(dH/ds) + M2(dq/ds).

From the equations (2.1) and the equation (3.14) we find that

(4.11) d,*' = - ßq - (q/p)(dp/ds),        dq/ds = - (q/p)(dp/ds).

The equations (4.10) and (4.11) imply that

1    dp 1       /Hn  dH        \

~rf Is ~ M2 - 1 Vp" ~ds~     V'
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which in the nonmagnetic case reduces to the result obtained by

Kanwal.

5. Helical flows. The streamlines of the flow are along the helices

on coaxial cylinders. Such flows have the property p = 3,s< = 0 [7]. We

will introduce the cylindrical coordinates r, 8, z and write

(5.1) Si = 8i sin ß + Zi cos ß,       hi = z,-,

where 0, and z¿ are unit vectors along the increasing 8 and the z direc-

tions, respectively. The angle ß oí the helices is, in general, a function

of r. The helices form geodesies on the cylinders r = constant, that is,

the principal normal of a helix is along the normal to these cylinders.

With this property, and by use of the Euler's equation for the normal

curvature of a curve to evaluate A, the curvature of the helix [8],

we have

(5.2) A = sin2/3/r.

We have also that

(5.3) bi = Oi cos ß — Zi sin ß,       «,- = r,-,       dsi/dz = 0,

where r,- is the unit vector along the radius of the cylinder. By use of

the equations (5.1)—(5.3), the equations (3.7)—(3.14) now become

dH/dz = 0,

Tsin ß dq dql     sin ß dP dP
qp\-\r cos/?— M-f- cos/3-= 0,

L   r     38 dz\        r      36 dz

pg2(sin2 ß/r) = dP/ôr,

cos/3 dP              dP
,     » -sin/?-= 0,
(5.4) r      dd dz

sin0  3 3
- — (Hq) + cos ß — iHq) = 0,

r     dd dz

dq/dz = 0,

sinj3  d d
- — (P?) + cos ß — (Pî) = °-

f     dd dz

The above equations constitute the equations governing the motion when

the streamlines are helices.

Now let us find a class of solutions for which H, q, P, p, are all

functions of r only. In this case we have to satisfy the equation (5.6)

which can now be written in the form
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dP/dr = pq2(sin2ß/r).

The above condition gives all the helical flows with the flow and field

parameters as functions of r. As a special case, consider a flow with

P = 1 - e-*,        q2 = 2re~r.

These equations imply that ß = t/4.
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